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Characterising the mechanical properties of soft
solids through acoustics and rheology,
exemplified by anhydrous milk fat†

Megan J. Povey *a and Daniel Ingo Hefft bc

Foods vary in their elastic properties over a wide range of behaviours. In the case of mastication, textures vary

from hard solid through brittle (chocolate bar) and crispy/crunchy (biscuits) to viscous and extensional flow

(syrup) and finally very low viscosity fluid (water). Here we deploy an elastic description of soft solids which

embraces all these behaviours to quantify the elastic behaviour of food, in particular through the use of sound.

We illustrate the use of this mathematical description in the quantitative characterisation of the elastic and flow

properties of food through orthodox measurement techniques and novel ultrasound methods. Measurement

is complicated by human sensory capabilities that span the entire range from solid to fluid to gas in an

integrated manner, during the appreciation of food. We use acoustic and rheological measurement techniques

for the determination of the mechanical properties of soft solids, comparing oscillatory rheometry with

acoustic parameters as exemplified by acoustic and oscillatory rheometry measurements in crystallising

anhydrous milk fat (AMF). We conclude that acoustic and rheological measurements complement each other

with acoustic techniques offering the possibility of inline, in process determination of mechanical and flow

properties such as viscosity, rigidity, compressibility and bulk modulus.

Introduction

Foods vary in their elastic properties1 over a wide range of
behaviours. In the case of mastication, textures vary from hard
solid through brittle (chocolate bar) and crispy/crunchy (bis-
cuits) to viscous and extensional flow (syrup) and finally very
low viscosity fluid (water) and even gases.

Soft solids are non-Newtonian fluids that can behave either like
a solid or like a liquid, depending on the stress it is subjected to.2,3

Characterising these materials is a non-trivial task.
There is a burgeoning interest in the soft solid properties of

foods with at least one Journal issue devoted either wholly or
partially to the subject.4 Soft solid properties in foods often
emerge from processes occurring over multiple scales, from the
molecular through mesoscale (optical microscopy) and finally
the individual fruit, vegetable or helping of spread. An example
of such a process involves crystal nucleation and growth such
as occurs during manufacture of fatty spreads.5 When food is
digested, the resulting soft solid is disassembled, reversing the

original emergent process. For this reason, soft solid properties
in many foods need to be understood as part of the process of
inspection, mastication and on multiple scales, from molecular
(Bnm) through mesoscale (Bmicrometers) to the bulk
(Bcentimetres5). In the case of fruit and vegetables, soft solid
properties emerge during growth, storage, and senescence.
Measurement is further complicated by human sensory cap-
abilities that span the entire range from solid to fluid to gas in
an integrated manner, during the appreciation of food.

Structural properties of foods have been related to their
elastic properties by several authors in the past.6–10 In this
paper We demonstrate how to measure the mechanical proper-
ties of soft solids using acoustic and rheological methods, and
we develop a theoretical framework that allows us to compare
the results from oscillatory rheometry and acoustic parameters.
We apply these methods to crystallising anhydrous milk fat
(AMF) and show how acoustic and rheological measurements
can provide complementary information about the viscosity,
rigidity, compressibility, and bulk modulus of the material.

‘‘Soft solids’’ from an elastic perspective

Soft solids, also known as visco-elastic materials, represent an
intriguing class of substances to the scientific community as
their mechanical properties lie between those of traditional
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rigid solids and viscous fluids. These materials exhibit both
solid-like characteristics, such as maintaining their overall
shape, and liquid-like behaviour, allowing for significant defor-
mations under applied stress.11

The deformation behaviour of soft solids is typically
quantified by the stress–strain relationship, which describes
how the material responds to external mechanical forces. In
the case of linearly elastic materials, Hooke’s law relates
stress, s, and strain, e, through a constant called the elastic
modulus, E:

s = E�e (1)

The elastic modulus signifies the material’s stiffness and how
resistant it is to deformation.

However, for soft solids, this relationship can become non-
linear at larger strains due to the rearrangement and interac-
tions of their microstructures. Non-linear models, such as the
Ogden or neo-Hookean models, are employed to describe their
stress–strain behaviour more accurately.

The Ogden model12 is based on the strain energy density
function, W, which describes the energy stored in a material
due to deformation and can accommodate the complex stress–
strain behaviour observed in soft solids, making it suitable for a
wide range of applications in biomedical engineering, soft
robotics, and material design.

However, for practical reasons, the neo-Hookean model is
often used as it is a simpler representation of the non-linear
behaviour of soft solids13 and is particularly useful for materi-
als that exhibit nearly incompressible behaviour providing a
good approximation for small to moderate deformations in soft
solids and has been widely used in engineering towards certain
microstructure properties.

One of the distinctive characteristics of soft solids is their
visco-elastic behaviour, which combines features of viscosity
and elasticity. When subjected to stress, soft solids exhibit
time-dependent responses. The relaxation modulus, G(t), is a
fundamental parameter in characterizing visco-elasticity. It
quantifies the material’s ability to relax and dissipate stress
over time, indicating the gradual return to its original state
after deformation.

Mathematically, the relaxation modulus is related to the
stress relaxation function, R(t), representing the stress decay
with time, through the Laplace transform:

GðtÞ ¼
ð
RðtÞdt (2)

The stress relaxation function relies on the material’s internal
dynamics, which are often influenced by the arrangement and
interactions of its constituents, such as polymer chains, colloi-
dal particles, or biological fibres.

Soft solids also exhibit creep behaviour, which refers to their
time-dependent deformation under a constant applied stress.
The creep compliance, J(t), characterises the material’s strain
response over time when subjected to constant stress. Like the
relaxation modulus, the creep compliance is related to the
creep compliance function, C(t), representing the strain

development with time under constant stress, through the
Laplace transform:

JðtÞ ¼
ð
CðtÞdt (3)

Creep can have significant implications in engineering applica-
tions where materials must withstand prolonged loads, as in
building foundations or visco-elastic damping materials.14

Rheology is a crucial aspect of soft solids, dealing with their
flow and deformation behaviour. Soft solids’ visco-elastic nat-
ure leads to complex flow responses, particularly under oscilla-
tory stress. The complex viscosity, Z*, is a key parameter in
rheology, representing the material’s resistance to flow.15

The complex viscosity comprises two components: the sto-
rage modulus, Z0, characterising the elastic response of the
material, and the loss modulus, Z00, representing the viscous
response.

Z* = Z0 + iZ00 (4)

The storage modulus represents the material’s ability to store
and recover elastic energy, while the loss modulus accounts for
the dissipation of energy as heat during deformation.

Acoustics and ‘‘Soft solids’’

Ultrasound waves are mechanical waves that propagate through
a medium, including soft matter foods, by transferring energy
through particle oscillations. These waves exhibit longitudinal
compressional behaviour, where particles vibrate parallel to the
direction of wave propagation. In the case of soft matter foods,
these particles represent the constituents of the material, such
as water, oil, or protein molecules.

The behaviour of mechanical waves, including ultrasound,
is governed by the wave equation, which describes how the
wave’s amplitude evolves over both time and space. For one-
dimensional wave propagation, the wave equation can be
expressed as:

@2x x; tð Þ
@t2

� c2@2x x; tð Þ
@x2

¼ 0 (5)

In this equation, x(x,t) represents the displacement of particles

at position x and time t. The first term,
@2x
@t2

; represents the

acceleration of particles over time, and the second term,
c2@2x
@x2

;

represents the curvature of the wavefront in space. The con-
stant c is the speed of sound in the medium, which depends on
the material’s properties, such as density and compressibility.

For soft matter foods, which are typically visco-elastic, the
wave equation can be modified to incorporate the effects of
visco-elasticity. The generalised wave equation becomes:

@2x
@t2
� c2@2x

@x2
¼ Z

@x
@t
þ Z0@2x

@t2
(6)

In this modified equation, Z and Z0 represent the damping
coefficients that characterise the visco-elastic behaviour of the
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material. These coefficients account for the energy dissipation
and the delayed response of the material to mechanical
perturbations.

When ultrasound waves propagate through a soft matter
(food), they interact with its microstructure, leading to changes
in wave behaviour. As the ultrasound waves encounter inter-
faces between different phases within the food, such as solid–
gel or liquid–air interfaces, reflections and refractions occur
due to acoustic impedance mismatches. This acoustic impe-
dance, Z, at an interface between two media is defined as the
product of the material’s density, r, and the speed of sound, c:

Z = r�c (7)

The variation in acoustic impedance at interfaces causes echoes
and can be utilised for ultrasound imaging techniques like
tomography, allowing the visualisation of the soft matter food’s
internal microstructure.

In addition to impedance mismatches, ultrasound waves
experience attenuation as they traverse through the soft matter
food. This attenuation is due to various phenomena, including
scattering, absorption, and visco-elasticity.

Scattering occurs when the waves encounter in-homo-
geneities or microstructural elements within the soft matter
food, causing changes in the direction of wave propagation.

Absorption involves the conversion of ultrasound energy
into heat as it interacts with the constituents of the material.
Visco-elastic properties of soft matter foods also contribute
to attenuation, with energy being dissipated as the waves
interact with the material’s structure. For a detailed descrip-
tion of ultrasound scattering see Povey16 and Morse and
Ingard.17

During propagation, the ultrasound wave interacts with the
constituents of the soft matter, such as water molecules,
proteins, and other molecules. This interaction leads to the
dissipation of ultrasound energy. The rate of absorption of
ultrasound energy can be quantified using the absorption
coefficient, a, which represents the fraction of ultrasound
energy absorbed per unit distance travelled in the soft matter.

The change in acoustic pressure, DP, due to absorption as
the ultrasound wave travels through a small distance dx in the
soft matter can be described as:

DP = �a�Pincident(x,t)�dx (8)

where a�Pincident(x,t) represents the energy absorbed per unit
distance travelled and a is the absorption coefficient. The
attenuation of ultrasound waves can be modelled by the
attenuation equation:

@P

@x
þ a � P ¼ 0 (9)

In this equation,
@P

@x
represents the spatial gradient of the

acoustic pressure, and a is the attenuation coefficient, quantify-
ing the rate of ultrasound intensity reduction as it propagates
through the soft matter food. The detailed nature of the ultra-
sound attenuation coefficient is addressed in the next section.

Rheology, acoustics, and the complex
moduli

Rheology and acoustics share a common basis in the physics
and mathematics of elastic materials, and both begin from
generalisations of force/stress and displacement/strain. The
most general statements involve relations between a stress
(force per unit area) tensor and a strain (or strain-rate) tensor,
which need not be linear, isotropic or even time reversible.16,18

It might be thought that compressional waves involve only
normal stresses whilst rheology is often about shear stresses.
However normal stresses contain a term depending on viscosity
and as observed by Stokes.19,20 the compressional wave is
therefore linked with viscosity, mostly in the dissipation
(attenuation terms).

The relationship between fluid viscosity Zlong [Pa s] and
longitudinal sound attenuation along [Np m�1] was first derived
by Stokes. Pierce21 and Morse & Ingard17 present a more
general expression for the longitudinal attenuation along that
incorporates thermal effects:

along ¼
Zlongo

2

2rclong3
4

3
þ ZB
Zlong

þ g� 1ð Þk
ZlongCp

 !
(10)

Where g is the ratio of specific heats, k [W m�1 K�1] is the
thermal conductivity; Cp [J K�1] is the specific heat at constant
pressure; o is radial frequency [rad s�1], ZB [Pa s] bulk viscosity
and Zlong [Pa s] is longitudinal viscosity. Note here the impor-
tance of the bulk viscosity22 which is measured either using
ultrasound spectroscopy23 or Brillouin scattering.22

Eqn (10) does not apply at extremely high frequency. The
equation is low frequency because of the neglect of second
order terms in the thermal and viscous contributions; the
frequency range of validity is therefore below around (1014 Hz
in water). It should be emphasised at this point that other
phenomena (scattering, molecular relaxation, diffraction) may
form a significant component of the measured attenuation, in
addition to viscosity. along is often called the classical attenua-
tion pclassical. The total attenuation p is measured by deter-
mining the reduction of signal amplitude as a function of the
distance travelled by the wave x.24

Pressure p is proportional to amplitude A or displacement x
squared, p B x2. We can then define the attenuation in terms of
measurable pressure differences as

ameasured ¼
1

x
loge

x
x0

Np m�1
� �

Or

ameasured ¼
1

x
20 log10

x
x0

dB m�1
� �

(11)

The decibel (dB) and neper (Np) are dimensionless because
they are ratios. Note that the attenuation is normally expressed
in terms of pressure rather than displacement and in this case

a dB m�1
� �

¼ 1

x
10 log10

p

p0
¼ 1

x
20 log10

x
x0

(12)
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In practice the relationship between the measured attenuation
ameasured, the classical aclassical = along attenuation is far from

straightforward. In particular diffraction effects (the
c2@2u

@x2
)

term in eqn (5) must be accounted for.24 The relationship
between acoustic wavelength and the size of the inhomogene-
ities generating scattering dinhomogeneity is very frequency depen-
dent and the various limits l 4 dinhomogeneity, l B dinhomogeneity

and l o dinhomogeneity give rise to different phenomena, parti-
cularly scattering phenomena.25

In general,

ameasured = along + ascattering (13)

Relaxation effects are incorporated into along and here note that
their effects and dependence on frequency varies widely.26 In
addition, more than one relaxation process may be present.
These relaxation processes complicate the comparison of ultra-
sonically determined viscosity and low frequency rheological
determinations. In the case of a single relaxation process16 the
following expression for attenuation may be used

ar ¼
Cr

2clong

o2

or
2

1þ o2

or
2

Where

or ¼
2p
tr

(14)

And ar is the attenuation solely due to relaxation; o is the radial
frequency at which the measurement is taken, Cr is a coupling
constant, clong is the velocity of sound and tr is the relaxation
time. This expression is consistent with the Maxwell model for
viscoelastic behaviour.26

It is therefore important, in the first place, to verify the
frequency-squared dependence of the attenuation and account
for those mechanisms not associated with viscosity.

In most liquids, the ratio of specific heats is close to one (in
water at 10 kPa and 25 1C it is 1.0106) and the thermal term is
usually neglected, so that rearranging (eqn (10) we get:)

Zlong ¼
3alongrclong3

2o2
(15)

where Zlong is:

Zlong ¼ Zb þ
4Zs
3

(16)

Zb is bulk viscosity and Zs is shear viscosity. The above eqn (16)
is analogous to the relationship between elastic moduli in
solids.

M ¼ K þ 4

3
G (17)

Where M [Pa] is the elastic modulus, G the shear modulus
and K is the bulk modulus defined above. In rheology the
moduli are each expressed as two numbers, a ‘real’ part,
relating to strains that are in step with the applied stress and

an ‘imaginary’ part where the strains are p/2 radians out of step:

M ¼ M0 þ iM00 ¼ K 0 þ iK 00 þ 4

3
G0 þ iG00ð Þ

where i ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�1
p (18)

For a harmonic oscillation of the form e�iot the strain rate is
equal to the strain multiplied by a factor �io, and the relation
between complex elastic moduli and viscosity enables us to re-
express the acoustic properties. In solids, the equivalent of the
Newton–Laplace equation is.

clong ¼
ffiffiffiffiffi
M

r

s

In fluids and soft solids K0 c G0, for example in a yoghurt G0 B
a few Pa whilst K0 is B1010 Pa so that the velocity of compres-
sional sound in liquid media is:

clong ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
K 0

r

s
(19)

We can now rewrite eqn (10) in terms of the complex elastic
moduli:

along ¼
2M00

3rclong3
o ¼ 2

K 00 þ 4

3
G00

3rclong3
o ¼

2o2Zlong
3rclong3

(20)

M00 = K00 + 4/3G00 = Zlongo (21)

Examination of the above equations shows that the real part of
the shear modulus can contribute to the sound speed and the
imaginary part of the shear modulus (which relates to the
viscosity) contributes to the sound attenuation, clearly linking
acoustics and rheology.

The relationship between length of the longitudinal wave,
and the size and geometry of sample is important, due to
additional restoring forces arising at boundaries when the
longitudinal acoustic wavelength is of the order of or greater
than any sample dimension. These additional forces result in
acoustic parameters becoming a function of sample geometry,
heterogeneity, and dimensions. In the following we assume
that the longitudinal wavelength is always smaller than any
dimension of a sample holder.

In the field of shear acoustics27 a highly attenuated shear
wave propagates over just a few wavelengths and much more
slowly28 than the longitudinal wave. Oscillatory shear
rheology29 shares much in common with shear acoustics. The
speed of an acoustic shear wave is given by:16

cshear
2 ¼ G0

r
(22)

and its penetration depth dshear [m]

dshear ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2Zshear
or

s
(23)
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So, in a typical yogurt, cshear D 0.03 m s�1 whereas clong D
1450 m s�1. At 1 MHz the equivalent wavelengths are lshear D
0.03 mm and llong D 1.45 mm, at 100 Hz are lshear D 0.3 mm and
llong D 14.5 m. The shear penetration depth of a yogurt with shear
viscosity 2 mPa s16 is 2.5 mm at 1 Hz, 0.25 mm at 100 Hz, 0.025 mm
at 10 kHz and 2.5 mm at 1 MHz. Schroyen30 comments that ‘‘The
penetration depth is of particular importance at very high frequen-
cies since it defines the maximal distance over which the sample
can be probed. . .: At large ultrasonic frequencies (41 MHz), the
penetration depth becomes so small that surface properties rather
than bulk properties are probed’’.

Relationships and variables widely used in practical rheol-
ogy are reprised here. For a complex shear modulus:

G* = G0 + iG00 (24)

which can be expressed as (noting that G* is formally the same
as G):

G = |G*|eid (25)

with magnitude and phase given by:

G�j j ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
G
02 þ G

002
p

(26)

tan d ¼ G00

G0

where d is the phase angle between stress and strain which
varies between p/2 for fluids when G0 = 0, to 0 in the case of
elastic solids where G00 = 0. The stress–strain relations can be
written

G ¼ t
g

(27)

Or

Zs ¼
t
_g

(28)

where t is shear stress [Pa], g is shear strain and _g is shear strain
rate [s�1]. In general, and particularly in soft solid materials t
and g are complex quantities as is G.

For a harmonic strain, for example in an oscillatory
system where

g = g0ei(ot+d) (29)

Then

_g = iog0 (30)

So that from eqn (28)

t = ioZsg (31)

Therefore

G = ioZs (32)

so in materials with no elastic component (such that G0 = 0):

G00 = oZs (33)

Having explored the theoretical and physical relationships
between acoustics and rheological material properties we next

present the results of the experimental investigation of anhy-
drous milk fat during cooling crystallisation by rheometry and
ultrasonics.

Results and discussion, experimental
Anydrous milk fat (AMF)

Rheological characterisation of a material such as anhydrous
milk fat is challenging because of the many orders of magni-
tude change that occurs in viscosity and rigidity and due to the
growth of crystalline material which imparts soft solid proper-
ties. Two measurement geometries were used (double gap
concentric cylinder for the melt and cone and plate for the
crystallising material).

Methods and materials

Absolute acoustic attenuation values over the frequency range 2
to 100 MHz were measured using a Malvern Ultrasizer-MSV.
The working principle of this ultrasound spectrometer is
described in detail elsewhere.23,31 Measurements were carried
out with the stirrer set at an angular speed of 240 rpm
(Heidolph RZR 2051) and a torque determined to within
�1 N m. Stirring the sample reduces flocculation and creaming
effects and controls temperature with a precision �0.2 1C
throughout the sample volume. Temperature control by a
Huber (MiniStat cc) is accurate to �0.2 1C and the in-cell
thermometer is similarly accurate. Attenuation is determined
absolutely, including appropriate diffraction corrections with
a total error of �1 dB. Frequency measurement is accurate
to 1 Hz.

Anhydrous milk fat (AMF) was kindly provided by Arla Foods
(Denmark) and without any further purification, pre-shear or
homogenization protocol. Samples were heated in a glass
beaker on a hot plate with magnetic stirrer to 65 1C for 30
minutes to ensure dissolution of high-melting crystalline
lipids32 at which temperature 500 ml of AMF was poured into
the Ultrasizer cell. The sample was then cooled whilst stirring
at 240 rpm in steps (43, 40, 36, 26, 23, and 19 to 17 1C) and then
held isothermally at each temperature for 30 minutes to allow
thermal equilibration. Subsequently three measurements of
attenuation spectra were taken, approximately 7 minutes apart
and obtaining the average of three attenuation spectra. The
range 19 to 17 1C appears because it proved impossible to hold
the 500 ml sample at a constant temperature whilst it was
crystallising extensively. The measured stirrer torque varied
between 1.9 N cm at the highest temperature to 5.2 N cm at
the lowest temperature. Overall, temperature control achieved
is accurate to within �0.5 1C.

Speed of sound was measured in a Resoscan RU(RZ21) (TF
Instruments, Heidelberg) high precision ultrasound resonator
system allowing simultaneous velocity and attenuation
measurements33 The system includes a two-channel resonator
unit with gold plated lithium niobate piezo crystals, two 250 ml
sample cells and a Peltier thermostat. Temperature control and
measurement are performed via two external units enabling a
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resolution of 0.001 1C and precision of �0.005 1C. The instru-
ment features a small sample requirement of 170–250 ml and a
high temperature stability. At about 25 1C the sound velocity in
an ultrapure deionized water standard (MilliQ, resistivity
418 MO cm) changes by around 5 m s�1

1C�1. Therefore, the
precision limit of temperature corresponds to a systematic
error in velocity of around 0.025 m s�1. The fundamental
frequency of the instrument is 10 MHz, with range of 7 to
11.5 MHz; the precise frequency is automatically selected to
maximise the quality factor of the acoustic resonant cell
according to the sample properties.

Shear rheology measurements were carried out in an Anton
Paar MCR 302 rheometer (Anton Paar GmbH, Austria) at a
controlled strain of 0.001%, temperature controlled to within
�0.05 1C, oscillatory (1 Hz, 6.28 rad s�1) amplitude sweep
measurements with a cone and plate configuration (1 degree
cone angle, 50 mm diameter). Viscosity in the AMF melt was
measured in a Kinexus Lab+ rheometer (Malvern Panalytical
UK) using a double gap geometry (DG 25 cup and SW114155
bob) with a 1 mm gap, cup internal diameter 26.25 mm bob
internal diameter 23 mm. external diameter 25 mm and
immersed height 57.5 mm, 1 Hz oscillation, 1% controlled
strain. Samples were prepared in the same way as for the
Ultrasound measurements.

Results and discussion

During cooling, AMF becomes a soft solid with inhomogeneity
characterised by large crystal clusters (Fig. 1). These clusters
agglomerate and create an additional elastic modulus called
the ‘frame modulus’34 and have a significant impact on the
rheology and the acoustics. The ‘frame modulus’ describes the
stiffness of the structure formed by the crystal network and is
defined as the ratio of the stress to the strain in the frame.
However, it is difficult to separate the frame modulus from the
other components of the elastic modulus of the crystallising
material. To illustrate the microstructure, we sandwiched a
small amount of sample preheated to 65 1C in between 2 glass
microscope slides separated by 5 mm. Cooling the sample was
achieved by convective heat loss to the environment at an
average rate of 0.2 1C min�1. Digital images of the sample at
various temperatures were acquired with a Canon DLSR camera
at 40� magnification attached to a Leitz Dialux 22 polarised
microscope (Leica, Germany). Similar images can be found in
ref. 35.

Complex shear modulus determined by conventional shear
rheology

The authors of a detailed study of the rheology of pure AMF and
its blends with rapeseed oil35 point out that shearing of the
sample changes the crystallisation behaviour during cooling.
Hence, they subjected the sample to a period of no shear whilst
cooling the sample from 65 1C down to 15 1C at 5 1C min�1 and
then held isothermally with different shear rates of 0, 1, 50 and

500 s�1. Low frequency oscillatory shear measurements of the
real part of the shear modulus are also given in ref. 25, 36 and 37.

Published data37,38 for AMF indicates that G0 is independent
of frequency up to an angular frequency of 500 rad s�1

(B80 Hz), and it is therefore reasonable to conclude that our
low frequency measurements (70 rad s�1) of G0 may be used at
the high frequency of our ultrasound data. This assumption is
supported by our observation of approximately Newtonian
behaviour of the AMF melt at the lower end of the ultrasound
frequency range studied here and reported below.

Our measurements of the viscosity of AMF melt indicate a
temperature dependent viscosity of log 10(Zs) = �0.155T �
0.0597 where T is 1C which gives a viscosity of 0.03 Pa s at
40 1C. Our measured values of Zs, G0 and G00 for the melt are
given in Table 1.

As the sample cools and crystals form, we observed the
emergence of a storage modulus of order MPa, this is the
elastic, solid-like part of the shear modulus. Our own data for
AMF Fig. 2 is consistent with the appearance of soft solid
material G0 c G00 when AMF is cooled to 15 1C as described
above. We note a significant disparity between the oscillatory
shear data for AMF in ref. 35 where |G*| at the end of cooling
has a value of 0.3 MPa whilst in ref. 37 G0 has the corresponding
value of 1.2 MPa. These disparities are likely due to different
stirring conditions40 and are also influenced by the fact that
G0 c G00; for example, eqn (26) indicates that G0 4 G* is
physically impossible. Other rheological measurements in
AMF also show that G0, G00 and hence Zs are highly dependent
on shear conditions during measurement.35

The most consistent comparable rheological data is avail-
able for the crystallisation of Palm Oil39 which exhibits similar
crystallisation behaviour to AMF with an approximate value
0.09 Pa s for the molten material,38 (rising to extremely variable
values at 22 1C in the range 0.6 to 10 Pa s).

Elastic modulus determined by acoustic velocity spectroscopy

In Fig. 3 we plot the velocity of sound (Resoscan, B10 MHz)
against temperature for AMF cooling down at a constant rate of
0.035 1C min�1 from 40 1C to 15 1C. The velocity of sound

Fig. 1 Polarised optical microscopy pictures of AMF crystals and crystal
clusters formed during cooling.
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cannot be measured reliably in the Resoscan when crystalline
material is in equilibrium with its melt due to the transfer of
acoustic energy into the crystallising system.41 Like other
animal fats,42 AMF comprises a wide range of triacylglycerol
materials and as a result does not have a sharp melting point
and possesses a wide melting range. Data is further confused by
the existence of a frame modulus (defined above) associated
with crystalline material and associated dissipation mechan-
isms which are poorly understood. Nevertheless, accurate
speed of sound data was measured over a wide range of
temperatures prior to the onset of crystallisation and whilst
the behaviour of the measured speed of sound in the crystal-
lising region is complicated, data is nevertheless still available.
Crystallisation is also a kinetic process, so this is not a

constitutive relationship but rather depends on the cooling
rate and shearing conditions.

Determination of longitudinal viscosity from acoustic
attenuation measurements

We use measurements of the ultrasound attenuation spectrum
between 2 and 100 MHz (Fig. 4), and the velocity of sound
measured in the Resoscan (Fig. 3) to determine the longitudinal
viscosity of AMF using eqn (20). The results are plotted in Fig. 5
as a function of ultrasound wavelength. Recent measurements
of AMF bulk viscosity were included in previous works.23

The longitudinal viscosity was transformed to the corres-
ponding imaginary part of the longitudinal modulus (eqn (21));

Table 1 Experimental and calculated acoustical and rheological quantities for crystallising AMF. Real part of the shear modulus determined from
rheology and assumed frequency-independent, imaginary part of shear modulus G00 at low frequency from rheology (Fig. 2). Real part of bulk modulus K0

from longitudinal speed clong and density r (eqn (19)). Longitudinal viscosity Zlong from attenuation along (Fig. 4), using speed clong (Fig. 3) with eqn (20) and
density from ref. 39. Bulk viscosity ZB from eqn (10) using measured shear viscosity. Power-law fits of frequency-dependence of viscosity Zlong were made
in two sections, o10 MHz and 440 MHz. Imaginary parts of the moduli (M00, K00, G00) at high frequency from attenuation along, eqn (20) and (21) and
corresponding viscosities Zlong

Temperature

Zlong

Zb Zs M0 M00 G0 |G*| G00 G00 K0 K00 r57 clong

Pre-
exponential
factor Exponent

2–10 MHz
2–10
MHz 10 MHz

1 Hz, 70
rad s�1

10 MHz
Fig. 3 10 MHz

1 Hz, 70
rad s�1

1 Hz, 70
rad s�1

1 Hz, 70
rad s�1 10 MHz 10 MHz 10 MHz 10 MHz

Fig. 5
eqn (20) Fig. 5

Fig. 5
eqn (16)

This
work

Eqn (18)
and (19) Eqn (18) Fig. 2 Fig. 2 Fig. 2 Eqn (33)

Fig. 3
eqn (19) Eqn (21) Fig. 3

1C Pa s Pa s Pa s GPa MPa Pa Pa Pa MPa GPa MPa
kg
m�3 m s�1

43 0.41 0.035 0.29 0.03 1.99 22.22 40.00 5.65 0.565 5.65 1.99 14.7 900.02 1488.00
40 0.41 0.035 0.29 0.03 1.99 22.22 78.13 5.65 0.565 5.65 1.99 14.7 900.02 1488.00
36 0.38 �0.006 0.33 0.04 2.03 23.33 69.90 5.65 0.565 5.65 2.03 15.8 900.02 1500.00
26 0.61 �0.055 0.51 0.05 2.12 33.38 78.82 5.65 0.565 5.65 2.12 25.8 900.02 1535.00
23 1.30 �0.31 0.96 0.06 2.18 40.01 71.21 5.65 0.565 5.65 2.18 32.5 900.03 1555.00
19–17 18.42 �1.69 3.95 0.06 1.97 23.63 79.73 12.3 0.565 5.65 1.97 16.1 900.03 1480.00

Fig. 2 Plot of G0 (open blue circles) and G00 (closed red squares) against
temperature (closed grey circles) and time for AMF sample provided by
Arla foods, measured in an Anton Paar MCR302 oscillatory rheometer at a
controlled strain of 0.001% and a frequency of 1 Hz. Plate inner diameter
50 mm, cone: 23 mm, angle 11, shear rate 1 s�1.

Fig. 3 Velocity of sound in AMF, measured in the Resoscan and cooled
from 40 1C to 15 1C over 12 hours. Fit to cooling data between 40 1C and
26 1C, y =�3.7629x + 1636.2, r2 = 0.992; fit to cooling data between 20 1C
and 15 1C, y = 7.5535x + 1332.7, r2 = 0.5848.
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the corresponding (imaginary) shear modulus at the ultrasonic
frequency was obtained from the shear viscosity as described
above, thus also determining the imaginary part of the bulk
modulus (which directly relates to bulk viscosity). We have
therefore determined both real and imaginary parts of the bulk
modulus at ultrasonic frequencies from acoustic speed and
attenuation measurements, together with an estimate of shear
viscosity from low frequency rheological measurements. This
analysis treats the material as homogeneous, with any dissipa-
tion mechanisms being attributed to the bulk viscosity and
shear viscosity.

At low ultrasound frequency (2 to 6 MHz), molten AMF
samples step-cooled from 65 1C to temperatures above the
crystallisation point (43 to 26 1C) behave approximately as a
Newtonian fluid (long wavelength fit in Fig. 5), whose viscosity
is almost independent of frequency (frequency independence
of viscosity is equivalent to shear rate independence). This is

indicated by a power law exponent of approximately zero. For a
Newtonian fluid (such as water), the attenuation has a fre-
quency exponent of 2 and the viscosity is independent of
frequency (eqn (20)). Adopting a Newtonian shear viscosity
from literature as described above, the bulk viscosity
(Table 1) is larger than the shear viscosity. Below 26 1C, the
fitted power law exponent of the longitudinal viscosity departs
significantly from zero indicating non-Newtonian behaviour
and at 19 1C to 17 1C measurement errors become large as
the material rheology becomes increasingly solid-like (G0 c
G00). Additional contributions to attenuation may become
important, which are not correctly described through the bulk
viscosity, for example effects due to interaction of acoustic
waves with crystals and crystal clusters, and the effects of the
longer-range material structuring (frame modulus defined
above). At high ultrasound frequency (60 to 90 MHz), the
viscosity consistently behaves in a non-Newtonian manner,
probably because at short wavelengths (20 to 80 mm) and low
temperature, shear interactions between the crystal clusters
that form at 23 1C become significant. Even in the melt there
is significant frequency dependence in this high frequency
range, possibly arising from relaxation phenomena. In Fig. 6,
(but not in Fig. 4) data in the region 10 MHz to 40 MHz has
been omitted because of an instrumental artefact arising from
a coincidence between the size of the crystal clusters (Fig. 1) in
relation to wavelength (Fig. 4 and 5), the stirring speed alters
the time spent by a cluster in the measurement zone. In the
overlap region and the averaging time window, the instrument
attempts to reconcile data from the high frequency (10 MHz to
120 MHz) and low frequency (2 MHz to 20 MHz) transducers.
The effects of this are apparent in Fig. 4–6 at around 10 MHz
and a wavelength of 100 mm which is of the same order as the
size of the crystal clusters. These effects are absent in a
homogeneous sample such as DI water.

Fig. 4 Selected attenuation spectra for anhydrous milk fat. Filled blue
circles, 43 1C; red open squares, 40 1C; black open circles, 23 1C. 43 1C fit,
y = 0.56x1.885, r2 = 0.9992. 23 1C fit, y = 1.464x1.7703, r2 = 0.9976.

Fig. 5 Longitudinal viscosity plotted against wavelength at 40 1C, derived
from ultrasound attenuation data such as that shown in Fig. 4. Short
wavelength – black crosses, power law fit y = 2.4562x0.2427, r2 = 0.996.
Long wavelength – red open circles, power law fit, y = 0.4125x0.0349, r2 =
0.938.

Fig. 6 Longitudinal viscosity plotted vs. frequency step cooling to con-
stant thermostated temperatures of 43, 40, 36, 26, 23 and 19–17. Error
bars represent standard error and are plotted for the smallest and the
largest deviation. Stirring speed was 13 rad s�1. Red+, 43 1C; orange
diamond, 40 1C; green triangle, 36 1C; orange square, 26 1C; green
diamond, 23 1C; black circle, 19–17 1C.
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Discussion

Table 1 shows that acoustical and rheological data can be used
together to determine both low frequency and high frequency
rheological measurements in a heterogeneous system such as
AMF. It is worth noting that although the real part of the
longitudinal modulus is dominated by the bulk modulus (with
negligible storage modulus, G0 { K0) under the assumptions
applied here, the imaginary part of the longitudinal modulus
has a significant contribution from both bulk and shear
components (K00 and G00 are of the same order at 10 MHz).
The longitudinal viscosity responds strongly to the emergence
of solid crystalline material, probably because it relates to the
acoustical loss mechanisms arising in part from viscous dis-
sipation in the bulk liquid but also due to dissipation mechan-
isms at the crystals. So, the change in longitudinal viscosity
could be used as a surrogate for bulk viscosity, due to a
relatively small contribution from shear viscosity. The velocity
also changes markedly as crystals form on cooling, reflecting
the change in the real (elastic) part of the bulk modulus, or
equivalently the compressibility.

Our rheological data agrees with that of the other groups to
within an order of magnitude, the differences are unsurprising
due to the sensitivity of AMF rheology to the conditions under
which it is cooled and stirred. Nevertheless, the general trend of
increasingly solid-like behaviour is evident in the complex
elastic moduli.

Isothermal or adiabatic?

When comparing low frequency with high frequency measure-
ments it is important to identify if the measurement is adia-
batic or isothermal since there are significant differences of the
order of the ratio of specific heats in the sample. Most non-
oscillatory techniques are isothermal. This is because the
measured piece is allowed to come into thermal equilibrium
at each measurement point. Even if the measurement is carried
out in the form of a step taking place quickly, isothermal
conditions will prevail. On the other hand, high frequency
(41 kHz) oscillatory techniques deliver adiabatic data and in
particular, measurements of the speed of sound are always
adiabatic, except at extremely high frequencies (4THz!). These
issues are discussed in more detail elsewhere.29,32,43

Conclusions

Our rheological and ultrasonic measurements in different
frequency regimes have been used to extract the complex elastic
and shear moduli of a material undergoing crystallisation by
cooling, namely anhydrous milk fat. The results indicate the
effect of the solid structure emerging from the liquid melt,
imbuing an increasingly solid-like character to the soft-solid
material, owing not only to the formation of microcrystals, but
also to their longer-range structuring corresponding to a dra-
matic increase in the real part of the shear modulus observed in
oscillatory rheometry at 1 Hz. Whilst the imaginary part of the
shear modulus also increases dramatically as the AMF

crystallises, it remains much smaller than the real part of the
modulus.

The ultrasonics, at much higher frequencies, 2 to 100 MHz,
demonstrated that the longitudinal attenuation exhibits a change
in frequency-dependence as crystallisation develops compared with
the liquid melt, owing the solid–liquid interactions of the crystals in
the liquid phase and in the presence of the longitudinal acoustic
oscillatory wave. This frequency-dependence of attenuation corre-
sponds to a frequency-dependent (or equivalently non-Newtonian)
longitudinal viscosity, a combination of both shear and bulk viscos-
ities. In different parts of the spectrum, a different exponent for the
frequency-dependence is observed; and these frequency regimes are
determined by the crystal size. The ultrasonic measurements are
therefore sensitive to the development of crystalline structure and of
changes in viscosity. Whilst the real (elastic) moduli are dominated
by the bulk modulus with negligible contribution from the real shear
modulus, the imaginary parts of the moduli (relating to viscosity)
have significant contributions from both bulk and shear viscosities.
In addition, the resonant ultrasound measurement of speed was
found to be indeterminate when crystal nucleation and growth were
taking place, due to the interaction of the oscillatory acoustic energy
with the crystallisation process.41

The close relationship between rheology and ultrasonics due to
their connection to the complex elastic and shear moduli is
important for the extension of the study of soft solid materials to
a wider frequency range, and to provide further complementary
information from the two techniques. Acoustic techniques signifi-
cantly expand the application of rheological techniques, they can be
implemented in a non-invasive manner into a process, and there-
fore augment and enhance conventional rheology.
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Glossary

A Scattering amplitude
AE Acoustic emission signal amplitude
B Bulk modulus
B̃(t) Time dependent bulk modulus
c Velocity of sound
Cr Relaxation coupling constant
C(t) Creep compliance function
E Elastic modulus
f Frequency
G Elastic energy release rate/shear modulus
G(t) Time-dependent shear modulus/ relaxation

modulus
h(t) Heavyside step function
I Acoustic intensity
i fddfdf

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�1
p

dss
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J(t) Creep compliance
k Complex wave vector
K, K0 and K00 Complex bulk modulus and its real and ima-

ginary parts
M Elastic modulus
P Stress tensor
p Pressure
P0 Prevailing pressure, ambient pressure
p Pressure, instantaneous pressure
p0 Maximum pressure, absolute pressure
R(t) Stress relaxation function
S Trace of the strain tensor
:
S0 Strain rate tensor
:
S Trace of the strain rate tensor
t Time
V Scattering potential
W Strain energy density function
Z Acoustic impedance
a Attenuation coefficient
ameasured Attenuation as measured
d Phase angle between stress and strain
dshear Shear penetration depth
e Rain
z Phase of a wave
zij Cross scattering coefficient in the attenuation
Z* Complex viscosity
Z0 Storage modulus
Z00 Loss modulus
Zs Shear viscosity
Zlong Longitudinal viscosity
Zv,Zb Bulk viscosity
l Wavelength/Lamé constant
l1, l2, and l3 Principal stretches of the material
m Shear modulus/Lamé constant
x Displacement of a volume element of material
r Density, instantaneous density
r0 Static density, original density
s Stress
ss Scattering cross section
t Shear stress
tr Relaxation time
n Kinematic viscosity (=Zs/r)
o Radial frequency (=2pf)
or Relaxation frequency
j Phase shift
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